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What is Campaigning?

“No revolution can take place without a methodology
suited to the circumstances of the period.” 
Martin Luther King

What do we mean by

‘campaigns’?

How we define, think about and understand

campaigning has a huge effect on what we choose

to campaign for, how we campaign and whether we

campaign at all. The word ‘campaigning’ is used by

companies to market products, politicians to run for

elections and charities/non-profits to influence

decision-makers and gain public support or funding

for a particular cause.

When we talk about campaigning we mean creating

change – whether in public behaviour or institutional
policy and practice. We use this definition because we
believe that if we want to make a difference to
students’ lives, we need first to define what it is we
want to change and then consider the most effective
way to achieve it. 

What is not a campaign?

It is important to remember that if your campaign is not
making an impact on the lives of your members, you
need to question whether it really is a campaign. The
following are not campaigns, but can form part of your
campaign strategy. 

• Producing a report with some recommendations –
if you do not campaign to make this a reality, you
will create little impact.

• An awareness-raising event – raising awareness on
your campus is a great thing to do, but it is not a
campaign; campaigning involves having a specific
aim in order to identify what you want to change and
developing a clear strategy to do it.

• Creating a Facebook group – you have got people
to support your cause, but what happens next? If
you do not translate online support into action, you
will make no impact. 

• Producing a series of leaflets – these can help raise
your profile, but what impact are you looking to have
on decision-makers? Always have an ‘ask’.

How to make an impact

Seeking change and the impact it creates are what
campaigning is all about. In order to make an impact,
you should consider some or all of the following:
influence decision-makers through targeted lobbying,
organise people to take action and raise the public
profile of an issue, conduct research, and create
policy solutions.

A good campaign is one that uses the minimum

amount of effort and resources to achieve your

desired aim. For this to happen, your campaign needs
to be planned well. This means taking some time to
analyse the issue and make plans before you can act
and have an impact.

When we talk about effective campaigning, we mean
creating and delivering a strategy focused on impact,
which is the difference a campaign makes to students’
lives. This difference will be the result of achieving your
aim, and it is crucially important that you know what
you want to achieve and how to get there. 

Some key points to remember:

• Don’t confuse ends with means – in campaigning it
is often easy to get caught up in the excitement of
holding a successful event or in gaining many
supporters. Without an understanding of how these
things will help you achieve your aim, all of your
efforts could go to waste.

• Understand your targets – then you will be able to
influence them.

• Communicate well and persistently – create
messages that get noticed!

• Involve your members in the design and delivery of
your campaign.

• Monitor and evaluate – save yourself time and
effort, and know when you’re making an impact!
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• Innovate and be creative – engage people in
different ways.

• Stay with the issue to resolution.

• Be flexible – you may need to tweak your strategy
as you go along.

• Compile strong and compelling evidence – to
inform and reinforce your arguments.

• Select the issue which is right for you – build your
capacity to campaign.

• Work with useful allies and coalitions – create a
bigger impact with less effort.

• Promote a campaigning culture – embed effective
campaigning in your work.

• Create a Theory of Change – think about how
change is created and why your aim is beneficial to
students, and create a practical pathway to
achieving it.

Campaigning will be a main focus of any officer
regardless of their title, and this is how you, as a staff
member or officer, will achieve change that will improve
the lives of your members. Campaigning is the
responsibility of all officers and staff from students’
unions – as Digby Jacks, NUS president in 1975,
made clear: “Representation must never be seen,
except in strategic and practical terms, as an end in
itself…The purpose of representation is to secure
educational and social change.” 1

The campaign journey 

Although campaigning – creating change – has been
with us ever since people got annoyed about
something and wanted to change the world they found
themselves in, as a discipline it’s pretty recent. It’s
been called ‘one of the last great amateur pursuits in
the NGO field’,2 and the challenge for us is how we
retain the creativity and passion that often goes hand-
in-hand with people organising around an issue, while
being really critical and systematic in our efforts to
make a difference to students’ lives.

There is no one way to campaign, but the principles
and models of effective campaigning are common to
all organisations, including the need to make
maximum impact with a minimum amount of effort.
Key to this is having a clear aim and strategy to
achieve it, and to respond proactively to the
environment you find yourself in.3

Campaigners need to be quick to seize opportunities,
but this is not always the best way to effect change
and have an impact. If you campaign in this way, by
solely following your gut instinct and not developing a
long-term strategy, you can quite often lose focus or
be ineffective in your use of resources. 

As elected officers within unions serve one or two
years, it often means that staff and officers both have a
lot to do in very little time, and it can be difficult to think
of long-term strategic campaigns that create impacts
and not just outcomes. However, providing that the
impact you are aiming to achieve is outlined in the
students’ union governing document, the campaign
you begin can be passed on to and continued by new
officers.

The campaign journey encompasses five
stages, which form the basis of this guide:

• Analysing the issue to find a solution (Section A)

• Developing strategy – setting an aim and impact

(Section A)

• Planning – mapping routes to influence and

selecting tactics (Section B)

• Campaign delivery and monitoring progress

(Section C)

• Evaluation (Section D)

The campaign cycle aims to help you understand the
process of planning a campaign, as well as to pinpoint
where you are with existing campaigns. However,
before you can start planning the campaign in this
way, you need to identify the issue. 
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Identify and understand the issue

Isn’t this obvious? Why start a campaign if you don’t

know what you want to campaign about? One of the

key pitfalls in campaigning is selecting an issue to

campaign on which is not right for the organisation

or its members. So how do you find out what issues

students are most passionate about? 

Your campaigning will be much more powerful if you
base it on evidence, and students’ unions have unique
access to knowledge about their members, which can
provide an excellent base for developing your aim and
reinforcing your arguments. 

Why is evidence important? It can help you:

• Inspire – generate support for or reframe an issue

• Inform – represent your members’ views

• Improve – change policy and practice.

Collecting evidence will help you to identify the change
you and your members seek, and will have the
additional benefit of creating a basis of research for
your campaign, which will give you more reach,
legitimacy, depth and power to change.

What is evidence? 4

How could you go about collecting these
types of evidence?

Facts Figures

Recorded impacts on
individuals

Proven results

Choices made in
response to an event

Outputs and outcomes

Census data

Population statistics

Financial data

Economic performance

Institutional data

Opinion Analysis

Opinion polls

Customer surveys

Focus groups

Horizon scanning

Referenda and elections

Research appraisals
Literature reviews

Policy evaluations

Quantitative or ‘hard’ evidence comprises numerical
information that can be readily measured, such as
measures of time, prevalence, cost or frequency.

Qualitative or ’soft’ evidence comprises non-numerical
information on behaviours, attitudes or beliefs.

Research method How?

Personal contact
with students

Regular conversations with
individual students or groups
of students – identify issues by
asking key questions – use
your website including polls for
students to vote on important
issues or to state concerns

Surveys (face-to-
face, online)

Find out the breadth and depth
of feeling about an issue –
don’t forget to publish the
results! 

Mapping

Map out the different types of
students in your institution and
use this map to give you some
clues about issues affecting
groups of students

Meetings/Focus
Groups

Small meetings – identify and
explore issues in-depth – start
with general questions and
follow-up with specific ones.

Large meetings – for example,
open discussions on the issue,
speaker talks within existing
meetings, class rep or course
meetings

Return slips

Try putting a return slip at the
bottom of a newspaper for
students to fill in if they have
views on an issue

Democracy!
Look at the issues raised in
your committees

Literature review

Gain an understanding of
existing research/
documentation on an issue –
draw out similarities and
differences
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Freedom of information

(FOI)

The Freedom of Information Act gives you access to all
non-personal, recorded information held by public
authorities that is not already available by other means.
If you need to get information from your institution or
from other public bodies – either local or national – and
you are having trouble via your usual routes, why not
consider using FOI?

FOI can be incredibly useful to get access to raw data
on an issue, which can be very attractive to the media.
You might like to think about surveying authorities with
regard to the quality of provision of a particular service
to a particular group of people, or to understand how
policy decisions were arrived at. Public authorities
have a duty to help requesters in making their
requests. The main thing to remember is to make your
request as specific as possible – ask for specific
information, in as specific a timeframe as you can.

Requests can be made by any individual, while public
authorities have a duty to respond within 20 working
days. The onus in the legislation is very clearly in
favour of disclosure – if requests are rejected, the
authority must justify its reasoning and state the
exemption. Most exemptions are subject to public
interest tests while a few are not. Appeals can be
made to the Information Commissioner and, if
necessary, to the Information Tribunal.

For a helpful guide to using FOI in campaigning,
including a template request letter, best-practice case
studies and information about the act, see Voicing your
right to know, by NCVO.5

Use www.WhatDoTheyKnow.com to help you make
and send your request.

Parliamentary questions

If you don’t need the physical or electronic documents
but need information on a policy issue quickly, why not
approach your MP to ask a parliamentary question in
the House of Commons? See the UK Parliament
website for guidance.

Don’t forget – you can also ask your local councillors
to ask questions during council meetings, or London
Assembly Members to ask the mayor of London
questions, via Mayor’s Question Time.

If you decide to go for parliamentary questions or
similar, think about your influencing strategy!

Social media and online

tools

Why not use online digital tools to make
your research easier? 

Crowdsourcing and online mapping can be really
helpful in involving people in a campaign, pressuring
decision-makers and identifying solutions. 

Mapping can involve commissioning a company to
develop an interactive map for your campaign website,
or you could simply embed Google Maps or Google
Earth in emails, web pages and other forms of

>

>
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An evidence-based mature students’ campaign

The NUS Mature Students’ Campaign teamed up
with Million+ to conduct extensive research into the
experiences of mature students. The research,
which included around 4,000 responses to an
online survey, plus a range of workshops,
highlighted:

• the significance of the government’s proposal to
introduce fees for level three qualifications for
those aged over 24 years old.

• the inadequacy of advice and guidance available
to mature learners

• mature student retention.

At the time of writing, the campaign has been
through this first exciting stage and is now exploring
campaign strategy – setting aims, objectives and
activities, so that they can campaign to achieve a
real impact for mature students and improve their
experience of education.

http://www.whatdotheyknow.com/
http://www.parliament.uk/about/how/guides/factsheets/procedure/p01/
http://www.parliament.uk/about/how/guides/factsheets/procedure/p01/
http://www.london.gov.uk/who-runs-london/the-london-assembly/questions-to-the-mayor
http://maps.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.com/earth/index.html
http://www.google.com/earth/index.html
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communication. Both of these websites provide
information on how to do this, and it can be done very
simply!

Leonard Cheshire Disability’s Action for Access
website allows people to contribute their own reports
on disability access in their local area, and provides
them with resources to then lobby individual
businesses or venues. Kenya’s Electoral Violence Map
displays violent incidents that occurred in late 2007
and early 2008. It allowed users to plot incidents they
knew of and so draw attention to the scale and nature
of the problem.

The Guardian’s Investigate your MP’s Expenses
campaign in 2010 opened up data from Freedom of
Information requests about MPs’ expenses for its
visitors and readers to download and investigate. The
Openly Local website collates information from local
government throughout the UK, including data on
spending, areas of work, councillors, committees and
more – openlylocal.com

Analysing the issue

It is important to think about the issues that we spend
time on. Our power comes from collective action, so
an issue that gets more people involved has a bigger
chance of success. Having successes (even if they are
only partial) is important if we want to encourage
people to stay involved in our activities to win for our
members.

When looking for issues, remember that issues which
mobilise people more easily are widely and deeply felt
as well as winnable.

• Widely felt: Do you have evidence that a large
number of your students care about the issue? The
more people that care, the more people you can get
involved.

• Deeply felt: Can you demonstrate that your
students care passionately about the chosen issue?
People won’t do anything about an issue that they
don’t feel deeply about.

Identify and understand the issue

Clean Air in London 6

Clean Air in London – a cross-
party campaign to achieve

urgently and sustainably full compliance with World
Health Organization guidelines for air quality
throughout London (and elsewhere).

Clean Air in London (CAL) used FOI to request
information from the Mayor of London and the
Department of Health to understand how the officially
stated number of premature deaths in London
attributable to airborne pollution was calculated.
After receiving some information, CAL lodged
further requests with the Department of Environment
Food and Rural Affairs and was eventually able to
produce its own estimates. CAL then accused the
previous British Government of one of the biggest
public health failings or ‘cover-ups’ in modern
history for not publishing an estimate for the number
of deaths attributable to long-term exposure to
dangerous airborne particles. CAL’s calculations
were confirmed by two subsequent Parliamentary
investigations and the Mayor of London and led to
official estimates being published in 2010 (and
included in national Government objectives from
2013). We now know that only smoking causes
more early deaths than air pollution.

Using FOI powers on other occasions, CAL has
fought the current Government in the Court of
Appeal, discovered over 1,000 schools near the
busiest roads in London and said the use of
pollution suppressants by the air quality monitors
most-used to report legal breaches and warn the
public of smog episodes is public health fraud on
an industrial scale. CAL has produced a check list
for others keen to campaign about air quality titled
’10 steps for Clean Air in London’.

‘It is incredibly valuable having the FOI/EIR
powers. Using them has fundamentally changed
what the campaign has been able to achieve.’
Simon Birkett, Founder and Director, Clean Air in
London.

http://cleanairinlondon.org/
http://www.actionforaccess.org/
http://legacy.ushahidi.com/timeline.asp
http://openlylocal.com/
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• Winnable: We must realistically be able to win on
the issue, even if it is only a partial victory, so that
people’s experience of collective action is positive
and we are effecting the change we want to see.

This is not to suggest that we should not deal with
issues that are not widely and deeply felt and
winnable. Issues that are important, but are not
suitable for organising, should be dealt with in other
ways — through consultative procedures or by raising
them with decision-makers. In some cases issues are
deeply felt and winnable but can be divisive. Equality
issues can sometimes fall into this category. Before
these issues can be successfully dealt with collectively,
more education may be needed.

Sometimes good organising issues will be obvious,
but often they need to be sought out in order that you
can produce the evidence to show you are making
change through your campaign.

Policy

Your analysis of the issue should go hand-in-hand with
your policy development and be informed by it. What
long-term and short-term policy goals does your

students’ union have? What positions do you take on
key issues affecting your members? Your collection of
evidence, interaction with your members and scanning
of the environment should help you in creating good
policy. The key thing to keep in mind is that your long-
term goals and policy positions should influence what
issue you choose to campaign on. This diagram above
should help you.

For help in developing your policy and in the
procedure of students’ union policy making, why not
take a look at the Union Development Zone resources
on NUS Connect. 

Action:

Gather all of your communications with students and
work out which issue is the most widely felt, deeply felt
and winnable. You might find a selection of issues that
are all widely felt, deeply felt and winnable, but you will
have to work out which one you are going to progress
– don’t try to take on all of the campaigns, as this
could lead to stretched resources meaning that less is
achieved. If this is the case, work through the next
three steps to help you identify your single solution:

>

>
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Empowering women leaders in Oxford

The activist development partnership project by
Oxford University Students’ Union and Ruskin
College Students’ Union came out of a conviction
that stereotypes surrounding politics and leadership
were holding back potential future leaders.
Currently, only 20 per cent of student leaders of
political societies and college students’ unions in
Oxford University are female, and only 22 per cent
of the UK government is female.

The aim of the programme is to develop leaders
who can fully engage their communities – leaders
who are equipped to represent the diverse student
body by understanding issues of equality. To know
how to build relationships in your student
community, you need to be able to talk to people
who aren’t like you.

Organisation
activities, e.g.
services and
campaigns

Policy 7

Mission,
vision and
charitable
objectives

External
policy

environment

Members,
beneficiaries

and other
stakeholders

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/campaigns/uniondevelopment/
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1. Write down the rationale for the issue you have

selected. Having this evidence to hand will be
useful when trying to influence decision-makers. For
example, you may be lobbying your vice-chancellor
for more computers, but you will need the evidence
that students want this to change.

2. Frame the issue. Devise a paragraph or two that
can be circulated internally to ensure everyone
involved understands what you are aiming to
achieve with this campaign. This can also be used
in developing communications for different
stakeholders. Think about the following questions:

a) What is the problem? 

b) How does it affect people? 

c) What is the solution? 

d) How will it benefit people?

e) What is the evidence for the solutions?

f) What needs to change?

g) What action needs to be taken?

3. External and internal factors. To understand your
issue better, you need to evaluate what factors are
affecting the issue externally. For example, are there
economic forces or social factors that will affect your
campaign? If you chose to campaign for the removal
of all hidden course costs to studying in your
institution, does your institution have existing policy on
the issue, and what costs already exist for students?

It is also important to consider internal factors – for
example, do you have a large amount of support
from students and/or do you face a challenge in
supporting student societies to campaign? Can you
build on relationships you have developed with local
MPs and media and/or will your institution’s
management likely be hostile to your arguments?

A simple and effective way of doing the above is by
considering the political, economic, social and
technological (PEST) factors affecting your issue.
Then, consider your own students’ union’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT). The following table (on no particular issue)
can help you to do this:

Can you turn a threat into an opportunity
and a weakness into a strength? 

Once this action is complete, you can start creating

solutions.

Identify and understand the issue

Strengths Weaknesses

e.g. Strong student
support, well-developed
activist groups

e.g. Lack of campaign
partners external to the
college

Opportunities Threats

e.g. Build on links with
local MPs, engaged
through previous
campaigns

e.g. Potentially hostile
university management
and local media

Political Economic

e.g. College policy on
the issue

e.g. Rising course fees,
fee waivers not bursaries 

Social Technological

e.g. the demographic
makeup of college
population 

e.g. students
increasingly using a
range of digital tools to
network and to learn
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Creating solutions

Once you have identified and explored an issue to

campaign on, you could unravel it further by

focusing on solutions – what actions could you take.

Action:

1. Write down what factors cause the issue you have

identified and what the consequences of the issue

are. For example, the issue may be that there aren’t
enough computers in the library. One of the causes
of this issue is that all students are asked to
complete assignments on the same day or that
everyone needs to use one special piece of
software. One of the consequences of this issue is
that people can’t get work completed on time. 

2. For each of the causes you listed, write a solution

next to it. Maybe the answer for the issue identified
above is not simply adding more computers; it
could be about longer opening times or staggering
assignment hand-ins. 

Issue: There are too few computers in the library

This exercise can also be done through creating
problem and solution trees. First create a problem tree
– listing the problem in the trunk of the tree, all of the
causes in the roots, as well the consequences of the
problem in the branches. After this, you create a
solution tree – listing the vision of change (i.e. your
campaign aim) in the trunk, the solutions to each of

your causes in the roots, then the effects of achieving
your vision in the branches. 

This exercise can also be done through creating
problem and solution trees. First create a problem tree
– listing the problem in the trunk of the tree, all of the
causes in the roots, as well the consequences of the
problem in the branches. After this, you create a
solution tree – listing the vision of change (i.e. your
campaign aim) in the trunk, the solutions to each of
your causes in the roots, then the effects of achieving
your vision in the branches.

Now combine the results of your exercises in
identifying and understanding the issue with your
solutions. The outcome should be a comprehensive
understanding of an issue of relevance to students,
with a clear solution to campaign for. 

You now have your identified issues and possible

solutions, but what does it mean to really have an

impact?

Causes Consequences Solutions

All students 
are asked to
complete
assignments
on the same
day

Students are
not able to
complete their
work on time

Longer library
opening hours

Everyone
needs to use
the same
piece of
software

Students are
not able to
achieve as high
grades as they
could do

Staggering
assignment
hand-ins

Consequences

Problem

Roots

Effects

Vision

Solutions

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/39429/Problem-and-solution-trees/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/39429/Problem-and-solution-trees/
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Making an impact

What does the term

‘impact’ really mean?

Quite often campaigns can be planned based on
outputs, such as how many letters are delivered or
how many people attend an event, but are your
actions making a difference and having an impact on
people’s lives? 

To create impact means ‘to have an effect upon, alter,
change or modify’, and you should consider how you
will affect people’s lives with your campaign. The Good
Campaigns Guide (NCVO, 2005), defines 'impact' as:
‘Significant or lasting changes in people’s lives,
brought about by a given action, or series of actions.’
It goes on to explain, ‘This definition is important
because it identifies the ultimate goal of campaigning in
relation to changes in people’s lives. Changes in
institutional policies and practice, for example, should
be seen as means to that end, not ends in themselves.
Effective campaigning is about impact not action,
results not effort, outcomes not outputs.’ 8

“Vision without action is only dreaming, action
without vision is only passing time, but vision with
action can change the world.” Nelson Mandela

The impact chain

A good way to ensure that a campaign focuses on
impact is by using the impact chain. The chain is
shown below, using an example of a students’ union’s
campaign on hidden course costs. NUS supported
students’ unions to campaign on this issue as part of
the national Come Clean campaign, the aims for the

hidden costs part of which were: to remove all hidden
course costs by ensuring institutions absorb all
essential costs, are fully transparent on all costs, and
provide means-tested support where this is unfeasible.

Each of the stages cannot be achieved unless the one
before is fulfilled. In this case it is easier to start by
working out what your intended impact is, and work
backwards through the stages. By asking first “what is
the change we are trying to make” and devising your
impact followed by your outcomes to create that
impact, there is a much greater chance that we will be
successful in getting the results we want. This seems
fairly obvious; however, we can quite often skip this
step unconsciously.

Use the impact chain as a working document to review
and amend, rather than a plan set in stone. But it is
important to have a clear idea of an impact and how to
get there. Most crucially, campaigners often get caught
up in what action will be most effective in the abstract
(e.g. a demonstration or a lobby), whereas it is important
first to have a strategy focused on outcomes and
impact, which will then help you answer what is the
best way to achieve your change. No one method fits
all campaigns.

Action:

By now you should have:

• Identified an issue that is widely and deeply felt by
students, but that is also winnable

• Thought about the causes and consequences of
the issue

Inputs Activities Outputs (Effort) Outcomes (Energy) Impact (Change)

Resources: e.g.
finances, staff time,
number of
volunteers

What gets done: e.g.
survey of students,
meetings with Vice-
Chancellor, visual
stunt with students,
letter-writing to local
MPs

What is generated
by your activity? E.g.
500 students wrote
to their local MP, 10
press articles, key
institution staff 
on-side

What is generated
by your activity? E.g.
500 students wrote
to their local MP, 10
press articles, key
institution staff 
on-side

What is generated
by your activity? E.g.
500 students wrote
to their local MP, 10
press articles, key
institution staff 
on-side

>

>> > > >

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/campaigns/come-clean/
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• Identified potential solutions to the issue, while
thinking about external and internal influences.

Now, in one sentence, write down what your desired
impact will be. This will form your campaign aim. 

Desired impact:

How are you going to achieve your impact? It’s time

to think about setting measureable outcomes.

4a. Setting measureable

outcomes

Using your campaign aim, you can now take time to
set objectives or outcomes.

But what’s the difference between outputs,

outcomes and impact?

Using the SMART method is the easiest way to ensure
that you set quality objectives. SMART stands for:

Specific: that the outcome is concrete, detailed,
focused and well defined. That the objective is
straightforward and emphasises action.

Measurable: as you progress towards an outcome,
there needs to be a system of measurement so you
can track the results of your actions.

Achievable: if an outcome is not achievable, or it takes
too long to achieve, then you may lose focus. It is
important to have short- and medium-term outcomes
that build towards a long-term impact.

Realistic: that you have the resources to get it done.
The achievement of an outcome requires resources,
such as skills, money, equipment etc., to support the
tasks required to achieve the outcome.

Time-bound: set deadlines for when your outcomes
need to be achieved. This will create the necessary
sense of urgency. 

Outcomes are not set in stone; they will change along
with the circumstances, so make sure you allocate
regular periods of time to review your campaign strategy. 

The SMART formula is widely known and there can be
a danger of it being used as a simple tick box exercise.
However, it is a good way to think through outcomes.
When doing so you do not need to follow the order
above. You may want to start by identifying whether or
not an outcome is achievable and realistic before you
set the specifics.

>
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Campaigning beyond raising awareness at

Nottingham Students’ Union

Every year the University of
Nottingham Students’ Union runs
the Easy Tiger campaign to raise
awareness of sexual health and
alcohol issues. The union realised

that it didn’t have a way of understanding the
campaign’s impact, so it decided to evaluate it
through a survey of students.

The survey revealed confusion among students
over the campaign message, and consequently the
union split the campaign in two and created clear
aims based on an analysis of the problems. The first
aimed to ensure students ate sufficiently and drank
more water when consuming alcohol, while the
other aimed to increase users of the university’s free
condom provision scheme (C-Card scheme) by 15
per cent.

The union delivered the campaign through its
existing peer-to-peer campaign network groups 
and student volunteers, who distributed condoms
and safety cards encouraging signups, and handed
out water in bars and scones in queues for events.
Nottingham exceeded its targets – only two students
went to hospital from alcohol-related incidents, and
signups to the C-Card scheme increased by 16 per
cent. The union decided to run another survey to
review impact and future direction.

>
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Outcomes will always need to be measurable so that
you can demonstrate that you have achieved them.
Two questions that can help you state how you will
measure your outcomes are:

• What key pieces of evidence will show whether a
particular outcome is being met?

• Which sources will you go to and which techniques
will you use to gather this evidence?

Action:

Use the SMART method to set no more than three
outcomes. If you set more then four, it may become
difficult to keep your focus and achieve your aim. If 
you can think of more than three outcomes that will
lead to achieving your campaign aim, then you will
need to prioritise them. Figure out which one will have
the biggest impact using the fewest resources. 

The next step is to start thinking about what type of
actions will lead to your outcomes and aim, but if you
have a little more time, you might like to think about
developing a more in-depth plan, such as a Theory 
of Change...

Making an impact



5. Theory of
Change

>

>
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Theory of change

“Contrary to Marx’s famous critique that philosophers
have only sought to interpret the world, not to change
it – campaigners have too often sought to change the
world without first interpreting it.” Brian Lamb,
Campaigning for Change (NCVO), 20119

There are a number of good campaigns planning
models. The impact chain is a useful one – it is
sometimes called the logic model, as it creates a
logical set of stages. It can help you enormously in
keeping you focused on reaching your aim, but there
are other models which help create a bigger picture of
how change happens, in a very practical way.

Theory of Change (TOC) is one of these models; it
enables you to make explicit all of those assumptions
campaigners often make about how change happens.
For example, why and how do you expect your actions
to lead to your aim? You can use it together with the
impact chain – it just develops it a little and helps you
link your strategy to your union’s activity, capacity and
stakeholders.

Using a Theory of Change map (see page 25), you go
through the following stages: 

1. Stating a clear aim

This is where you set your overall purpose,
encapsulating the ultimate impact you want to make
and a specific aim derived from that.

2. Mapping activities to achieve your
campaign aim

This stage explores the types of activities needed to
bring about your change. You list a few activities that
your union already does (e.g. developing alliances,
policy proposals, research reports, events, clubs and
societies, rallies or public meetings) which you think
can address your ultimate impact.

3. Outcomes and how to get there – using
‘so that’ chains

At this stage you can separate outcomes from impact
and plan how to get there. You take each activity you
have listed at the top of your map, and create a chain

of activities which link them to your aim and impact.
This enables you to interrogate what types of activity
lead to what change and why:

For each activity, you ask the question ‘We do X activity
so that (what?) results for students’. The answer for the
X activity should be the direct outcome or result of the
strategy.’10

SAMPLE ‘SO THAT’ CHAIN

(using NUS’ No to FE Fees campaign as an example)

Relationship-building/training with student societies
and course reps (Activity) So that

Shared collective campaign plan developed with
students involved (Activity) So that

Activities, such as letter-writing/meeting MPs/ media,
are more outcomes-focused (Output) So that

Key articles in local and national press/support from
policymakers (Outputs) So that

MPs lobbied nationwide by students via a
constituency lobby day (Activity) So that

House of Commons debate on Business Education
Loans/Westminster Hall/ Adjournment debate on FE
fees/loans (Activity) So that

Critical support among key politicians (Output) 
So that

FE fees and loans policy withdrawn (Outcome and
aim) So that

Chaos in the FE sector is averted as well as the
detrimental consequences for learners (Outcome) 
So that

Adults over 24 are able to pursue studies and
realise their potential (Impact)

>

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/campaigns/notofeefees/
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‘So that’ chains can be simple or complex, depending
on the campaign; look for links between your chains as
they will almost certainly link up – paths to change are
not just linear, so don’t be surprised if your map has a
lot of lines on it! The key thing to be clear about and to
do now is to separate your aim and your impact (the
final goal and the result of achieving it) from your
outcomes (the milestones to achieve this goal) and
activities/inputs (the means to achieve your goal and
the capacity to achieve change). 

This way you have created an impact chain which is
more embedded in your organisation’s work.

It helps to have a good idea of a range of impact,
outcomes and activities before you make a ‘so that’
chain, this table below shows some examples:

Assumptions

The next step is to reflect on any assumptions you may
have made in making your Theory of Change. So:

1. Write down what assumptions about change

you’ve made in your ‘so that’ chain(s).

2. Check if you’re following any particular theory or

framework (see table opposite).

3. Test whether there are logical links between each

stage of your chain(s) (whether one thing leads to

another).

4. Revise your outcome map based on how you

think change happens (see table on the next page

for reference).

>
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Impacts

Difference to students’ lives – the result of achieving your aim

Aims

Specific goal in relation to improved services/ systems, positive social and physical conditions

Outcomes – changes in policy, services and/or behaviour 

Policy development; placement on policy agenda, policy adoption; policy blocking; policy implementation; policy
monitoring and evaluation; policy maintenance; changes to behaviour of target groups; changes in institutional
practices

Activities/tactics

Communication Capacity

Social media Organisational capacity

Coalition-building New advocates

Student mobilisation Partnerships/alliances

Rallies/marches Collaboration and alignment

Earned and paid media Organisational recognition

Briefings/presentations
New champions (e.g. policymakers – vice-chancellor/
principal)

Politics/policy Policy

Issue/policy analysis Awareness

Policymaker and candidate education Public will

Legal advocacy Political will

Policy development/proposal Student support base growth

Lobbying Attitudes or beliefs

Relationship-building with decision-makers Issue reframing

>
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4. Understanding how

social change happens

Crucial to TOC is having an understanding of how
social change happens. You can then see how and
why each of the ‘so that’ links lead to another. The
following categories were developed by non-profit
planning and evaluation group Organizational
Research Services, they may help in guiding your
thoughts:

Depending on how you understand change and what
you want to change, you can apply one or a
combination of these theories, which will then enable
you to revise the inputs, activities, outcomes and
impact when reflecting on your ‘so that’ chain. 

Theory of change

Theory Background How change happens

Major change or large leaps
Developed by looking at big policy
changes

By a complete shift in thinking, often
accompanied by a change in
government, policy or an event

Coalition theory or advocacy
coalition framework

Major change occurs when
coalitions come together

– External changes are exploited by
proponents of change

– New learning about a policy
coming through coalitions

Policy windows
Political factors are crucial – national
mood, interest groups, campaigns,
elected officials

Policy can be changed through
windows of opportunity – e.g. by
influencing ways in which issue is
perceived

Messaging/frameworks theory
How issues are represented in the
media determines which issues are
taken up

Change occurs when you can
disrupt a frame of reference (ways
that issues are framed) or create one
that forces key players to act

Who holds power and how it is
exercised

There are number of faces of power
– informal, formal and hidden

Targeting those in power and
reclaiming space for public dialogue
– make hidden power visible

Community-based or grassroots
campaigning

Power really resides with
communities, or should do

When enough people coalesce,
change happens
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5. Capacity of the

organisation to achieve

change

The model focuses on four main factors. It is helpful to
question to what extent your own students’ union
would feature on a scale of one to ten for all factors.
Once you have an understanding of the overall
capacity of your organisation, you can develop a better
understanding of the inputs and capacities you need
to campaign most effectively.

Leadership

To what extent does the organisation articulate
campaign aims with leadership support?

Adaptability

How effective is your monitoring of the external
environment for opportunities to campaign and the
internal capacity to take advantage of them?

Good management

How well is information on campaigning shared
throughout the organisation?

Technical expertise

What skills and resources do you have and need to
implement the campaign?

The next stage is to think about evaluation…

6. Evaluation

Though we will look at evaluation separately, it helps to
have an idea about what you will be evaluating from
the beginning of your campaign. This way, you will
know whether you are making a difference, if you need
to revise your strategy and how.

Evaluation often sounds like an arduous process, but it
can be really simple and help you save time, effort and
resources! Theory of Change is all about evaluation –
in the previous stages you have been assessing your
capacity, revising your plan and examining how change
happens. So really, at this stage it just helps to have an
idea about how you will measure progress over time.

You can do this quite easily by using your plan.

The key thing to remember is to evaluate impact not

outputs – ensure that you measure what you’re doing,
insofar as it contributes towards achieving your aim
and ultimate impact. Campaigners commonly measure
the number of supporters or attendees to an event, 
or the number of press articles or meetings with
decision-makers. These things are important, but what
you really need to know is what the numbers tell you
about impact. 

Remember:

• Monitoring is the regular tracking of progress
towards your aim and impact

• Evaluation is assessing your progress and tweaking
your strategy at given stages in your campaign and
at the end, reflecting on impact.

Using TOC, you will be able to measure the
contribution of each stage of the campaign as you go
along, rather than worrying about the overall attribution
of a campaign to a specific outcome or impact. The
stages to TOC evaluation are: 

Activity measures

Often called ‘outputs’ – measures of effort. These
measures are most commonly collected by
campaigners. They focus on the activities taken place,
the quantity of them and the direct result, e.g. number
of events, meetings or supporters.

Interim outcomes

These help you to understand progress towards
achieving policy/behaviour/service goal measures.
They are not in the impact chain; they are a step
between outputs and outcomes. They are measures of
effect – measuring what happens, e.g. actions of
decision-makers made by targeting them as a result of
your campaigning. For example, you may lobby
selected MPs, some of whom sign an Early Day
Motion, ask a question in Parliament or write a letter to
the Prime Minister.

>

>
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Policy/behaviour/service goal measures

Measures of outcome – these measure whether policy,
behaviour institutional change goals have been
achieved. For example, you may aim for your college
or university to pass a policy on hidden course costs
or for a certain percentage of students to participate in
a recycling scheme.

Impact measures

These measure the effect of achieving your aim. What
happens when policy goals have been achieved?
Impact is the real difference made to students’ lives.
These measures are the hardest to measure, but the
best way to do so is to know what outcomes are
needed to achieve your impact, then measure whether
these have been achieved. The following evaluation
example, which shows the ultimate impact and
associated outcomes, is from NUS’ campaign to
ensure universities and colleges Come Clean on
hidden course costs:

Hidden costs aim and

outcomes

The next stage is to think about your tactics, about

where power lies and how to influence those with the

power to effect the change you seek.

theory of change map

Theory of change

All course costs are published
up front and the only mandatory

costs are tuition fees

Institutions to
remove

hidden costs
(or publish if

unwilling)

Institutions to
implement

means-tested
support if

costs remain

HEFCE to
publish

guidance on
removing

costs

>

> >

Activities

> > >

Complete ‘so that’ chains from
activities to aim and impact

Aim

>

Ultimate Impact

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/campaigns/come-clean/


>
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